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Sarah

Have you ever felt like you have woken up in

someone else’s body? Have you opened your

eyes only to have darkness waiting right outside

your door? She was in an unfamiliar place,

water rushing through the old mouldy pipes

with water dripping out of the cuts and cracks.

As she opened her eyes, I saw the struggle that

accompanied an oozing headache that would

stay with her for the whole night. Is it night

time? She could barely tell with no light to

guide her home. Her wrists were restricted to a

cold, heavy metal chain that was connected to

the wall, but she was unable to meet its end.

Her throat felt like sandpaper; she could not be

sure how she was supposed to shout for help

when no sound was going to come out. But

before she could even attempt it, a set of

feather footsteps reached the door, unleashing

the unknown into the room along with a bright

yellow light that was just dying to get in. Even I

wanted answers.

‘Hello?… What am I doing here? Let me out!’

she said, curious for her answer. Turns out we

did not need one. All we need was light. She

would recognise that face anywhere.

Tom

Have you ever felt like you have woken up in

the wrong body? Have you ever felt like you do

not belong anywhere, even in your own family?

It was like walking into your bedroom and

seeing nothing that belongs to you. The boy’s

heart ached for his parent’s aKection, yet his

brain did not screech for any connection with

them. It never felt right. Now as I see the vein

popping out of his father’s forehead, he clearly

hit a nerve.

‘There is always something with you! Every

single chance you are given to redeem yourself,

you screw It up! When are you going to realise

that life does not give you a free pass just

because you are drowning? You swim to the top

and you carry on because that it what we

Mayworth men do! Now get a grip of yourself!’.

‘You talk about family, as if I am even a part of

it. You whisper behind my back, like you are

scared of me, as if I am going to break right in

front of you’. The boy glared at him right in the

eye and said, ‘How is that family?’

He waited for an answer, but all he got was my

own tears reOecting the wrong person back at

me. Mother just stood there as usual, a

puppeteer awaiting the instructions from her

master. All she needs is a little tug of the strings

and her body will move to the beat of the

father’s feet. Instead of watching the show, the

boy headed to the door not waiting for the door

to detach him from my old life forever.

Tom stormed oK, at least then he will Pnally

Pnd some familiarity in his life. It is so hard not

to replay every conversation in your head over

and over again, because we all have a need to

analyse each and every moment in our lives. I

suppose that is something I understand about

him now. Now we stand looking at the trees

that surround the park we are in. Green

emerged from every corner, it was hard not to

be dragged in by it all. It felt like a game of spot

the diKerence. We saw two trees and each

diKerence can be easily spotted, the thin twig

hanging oK the main trunk that cannot seem to

let go of the place it came from. Yet the dark

brown trunk mixed with the colour of light

butterscotch from a single branch illuminated

our eyes, because it was clearly diKerent from

the original trunk. We saw its beauty which

comforted him, but it was so sad to see the

branch cling to the trunk for dear life when we

all knew soon it will never move from the

ground below.

It was a strange feeling walking back, as each

house we passed matched the ones from our

memories, he clearly felt safe here and knew

the direction he wanted his life to follow.

‘Mum, dad, I need to talk to you’. Blank

responses always made him nervous, where

could his parents have gone to when their son

was clearly hurt and needed them? With no

note to clarify his lost thoughts and emotions,

all he had was time to waste time and hang on

to his dearest childhood memories found in the

basement. Water rushed through the old

mouldy pipes with water dripping out of the

cuts and cracks. This should have been Pxed

already. Cold, heavy metal chains were

connected to the wall, I was not sure why

anyone would need those. It was not like we

were dangerous. No one needed to touch the

walls where the chains descended, as we could

already feel the lifeless air that sprayed from

them. He lowered himself down the stairs,

shaking with every step, but he was not sure if

that was from the cold or if there was some

other reason why his body reacted the way it

did. There were piles of paper all messed up on

the table, something his parents needed to Pnd.

As family, as a Mayworth son, Tom deserved to

know the ins and outs of his father’s

documents. It was not like a book where pages

were folded up intentionally to remember your

place for next time, each white slither of paper

was creaseless. But once every piece appeared

in its right order, it messed with the structure of

his old life.

.

The bold title made it clear to me what kind of

document this was. Before this moment, his

name would have been read easily with no

pause or break in between TOM and

MAYWORTH. Now looking at the two names,

all I could see was the sea that had separated

the two parts of land that were once one and

the same. Suddenly, all Tom could feel was

anger between the two words that I so

desperately wanted to connect back together.

Too late.

.

In primary school, Tom had to navigate his own

life, even if it meant doing it alone. On the

outside looking in, he only ever saw the class

cliques. The girls admired the hopscotch game,

giggling while jumping from box to box. The

girls paraded around and plaited each other’s

hair, such an honour to be a part of the female

hierarchy. The boys showed no such unity. You

did not need the talent of jumping boxes drawn

on the Ooor to be a part of their group, you just

needed the same likes and dislikes. It is no

surprise Tom did not Pt into any of these

categories: barbie babies, hopscotch hunnies,

batman bad-boys or deadly daggers. You would

think Tom would want to be a part of the

groups for boys, but the welcoming feeling is

something he desired so excessively even

barbies did not put him oK of wanting to feel

included. It turns out the girls had other plans

for him.

‘What makes you think you are good enough to

join our group? You are a loser; we do not

accept losers. Go Pnd someone who actually

likes you.’ All the girls sniggered to each other,

shocked that Tom even had a voice to use.

Walking over to the boys went against every

bone in his body, but like his father said, he

needed to Pt in. So, Tom went against his own

judgement, unlike the boy who followed his

instinct to launch a red dodgeball right into

Tom’s chest. The ironic thing is I knew how to

play the game, I just was not aware that I was

the target. Lights out.

.

Sarah

Looking at the man the girl saw before her, she

saw herself, she saw her ex-husband, she saw

me. Looking at the red and black Oashing in his

eyes, darkness and rage had nearly taken over.

She felt paralyzed and in a moment of defence,

the hairs on her skin joined together, doing

everything in its power to protect her. If broken,

a Oood of merlot will burst from underneath.

Every litre lost would drain consciousness of

the beaten woman that she appears to be. Not

all of her skin was pink, most of it had turned

purple from a memory she faulted to

remember. Oh, how our bodies protect us.

‘Tom’. Gulp, ‘Tom, my baby, my sweet, sweet

boy’. She attempted a smile to see if the face

before her would let any pinch of light onto his

face. By the time her shame let her look over to

the Pgure in front of her, he had gone. All that

the light focussed on was the colour red that

was reOected from the surface into her retinas.

Now stained forever, no scrubbing could

scratch this image from the Ooor or from her

memory.

All she could see was the scarlet pupils that

matched the colour stuck to her brain and a

black line that stretched across his face, slowly

curving to his ears. It was almost as if the line

grew further than his ears altogether, like two

hands reaching beyond his shadow.
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